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Nancy Graves is an American artist of international renown. As one 

of the leading artists of her generation, Graves is recognized as a 

conceptual artist, primarily as a post-minimalist sculptor for her early 

camel and bone installations and for her later polychrome bronzes. 

But, similar to her vast interests, Graves also produced films, created 

set designs and developed a sustained body of paintings, drawings, 

watercolors and prints over the course of a career cut short by her 

untimely death from cancer at age 54. 

Born in Pittsfield Massachusetts in 1939, Graves graduated 

from Vassar in 1961, and then earned her MFA in painting at 

Yale in 1964, where her classmates included Robert and Sylvia 

Mangold, Rackstraw Downes, Janet Fish, Brice Marden, Chuck 

Close and Richard Serra with whom she was married from 1965 to 

1970. Five years after graduating, Graves was invited to install three 

illusionistic Camel sculptures in a solo exhibition at the Whitney 

Museum of Art in 1969.1 She was the youngest artist, and only the 

fifth woman, given a solo exhibition at the Whitney. The exhibition 

established her reputation as a significant artist and launched her  

international career.

The life-sized Camels she exhibited appear to be taxidermy 

specimens, but were in fact visibly hand-made by the artist 

from patches of fur, fitted over an armature of wood, steel and 

polyurethane. Their presentation in an art museum raised essential 

questions about verisimilitude in science and art. Graves noted: “By 

taking natural history as my point of departure, I was attempting to 

answer questions about the difference between reality and illusion. 

The camels are a paradigm […] and were a personal statement in 

reaction to Pop and Minimalism, which allowed me to progress in an 

independent direction.”2

The current exhibition re-examines the progression of this 

“independent direction” in a presentation of sculpture, painting and 

works on paper from the first half of her career. The philosophical 

and aesthetic issues that these works raise with regard to the 

relationship between reality and illusion are essential to Conceptual 

Art and late Modernism, but twenty years after Graves’ death her 

perceptions reveal themselves to be particularly relevant to our 

digital era of virtual realties. 

From the start, Graves erased the distinctions between art and 

science by creating pioneering conceptual works that re-presented, 

in the form of art works, the models, diagrams, maps, charts and 

documents used to illustrate scientific data from fields as diverse 

as paleontology, archaeology, anthropology, linguistics, evolution, 

physiology and astrophysics. Equally immersed in the history of art 

and the art of her contemporaries, these scholarly citations served 

the artist as a “referential point of departure”3 for a process of 

successive investigations that became the inherent content of her 

visually striking art. 

Attentive to the knowledge explosion that occurred in the 

1960s, Graves also engaged artistically with the exponential increase 

of visual and recorded data being made available at the inception of 

Beyond Limits: 
Introducing Nancy Graves
Christina Hunter

I try to push my work to its limits and then beyond. 

That is my philosophy.
    Nancy Graves, 19921 
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the information age, in a manner comparable to Leonardo’s embrace 

of science at the dawn of the Renaissance. Her work indicates that 

“the range of technology and the range of imagery is also part of that 

point of view that sources that are available to us are phenomenally 

more complex than ever before in history.”4 Aware that all scientific 

systems of ordering information were merely “a collective agreement 

on the part of a culture or a society” and subject to change, Graves 

stated that “‘Flux,’ I suppose, is a significant word for this relativity 

and change, and it’s useful also for characterizing the content  

of my work.”5 

Especially significant for Graves were those technologies that 

allowed looking “way back into pre-history,” and at the same time, 

“forward into the so-called future, meaning out into space” because 

they created entirely new points of view “as to how space can be 

measured, how time can be measured.”6 Imagery from pre-historic 

fossils to NASA satellite transmissions is layered in compressed, 

increasingly complex configurations that visually convey this 

limitless potential. Graves’s films, and her consideration of the 

durational processes of making and perceiving works of visual art 

further extend this interest in measuring time and space.

In the course of the 1970s and 80s Graves relied less directly 

on outside visual documentation, and increasingly re interpreted 

and transmuted forms and motifs sourced from her own earlier 

art work. This resulted in richly textured compositions that form a 

layered atemporal archaeology of her own visual production.

Like Graves’s Camel sculptures, other early works such as Head on 

Spear (p.12-13), 1969, Totem (p.23), 1970, Inside-Outside (p.21), 

1970, Bone Finger (p.26-27), 1971, Bones and their Containers 

(p.16-17), 1971, and Measure (p.18-19), 1978, recall natural 

history museum objects, and they are presented as hung, mounted, 

and arrayed displays. As Graves said, “I developed a logic between 

illusion and content: what it means to make something that looks real 

and looks like a scientific statement, and on the other hand is a work 

of art. Casting and fabrication are also keyed into the reality-illusion 

question. I examined the methodology of a scientific approach and 

transformed the notion of a scientific object.”7

Fabricated by hand, these intricate organic art objects seem to 

repudiate Minimalism. However, as the artist has acknowledged, 

they responded directly to issues that emerged from Minimalist 

sculpture “such as questioning the functions of the floor, ceiling, 

and walls, repetition, de-differentiation, and scattering, things that 

almost every artist of the late 1960s, including Eva Hesse, explored.”8 

Graves befriended Hesse in New York in 1966, and was impressed 

with her innovative use of new materials and her “emphasis on 

process as content …”9 Investigating the camel skeleton allowed 

a similar process and “means of going inside, which then allowed 

movement to the floor, to the wall, and to the ceiling, and in  

parentheses to abstraction.”10 

Graves’s artistic goal had always been visual necessity rather 

than scientific accuracy and she emphasized that though she 

was a capable researcher, she was first and foremost an artist, 

and accentuated that “the emphasis is always on the visual as 

opposed to the scientific.” 11 She saw for example, that there was 

“enough that’s bizarre about the camel to allow for it as a sculptural 

problem,” and realized that it had implications that would allow 

her to work out of it: “You have to start somewhere, so therefore, 

from an exterior form, the alternative was its opposite—the 

interior—and that’s a much greater abstraction.”12 Processing these 

implications, Graves transformed several of these sculptures into  

almost total abstractions.

A Deposit of La Brea Fossils

Source and date unknown

Nancy Graves Collection 
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These visually powerful sculptures, originating in images from 

natural and pre-history, only obliquely refer to Graves’ own times. 

Head on a Spear (p.12-13), created in 1969, was nonetheless “a 

comment on the Vietnam War but veiled in the context of how I was 

working, and at that time I was making the Camels.”13

When Graves began painting anew in 1971 after several years 

devoted to sculpture and film, she retained her science based 

subjects, yet selected images made by looking downwards from 

an aerial perspective. The plunging perpendicular view adopted in 

her new paintings, is consciously distinct from the transverse view 

characteristic of Western perspective, and directly links the paintings 

to the scatter and floor sculptures that immediately preceded them.

Camouflage Series # 1 (p.42-43), 1971, and Camouflage Series 

#4 (p.45), 1971, for example, are based on nature documentary 

photographs showing barely visible fish and a crab blending into 

the marine bottom. Graves rendered each image using the same 

all-over gesture of tiny dots of paint suggesting sand or suspended 

particulate matter. Countless points of color create a swaying abstract 

flow across a canvas composed without a determined focal center 

or discernable imagery. Placed one isolated point beside the other, 

the “pointillist” dots appear suspended, yet are coincident with the 

white surface of the canvas visible between each individual mark. 

Suggesting color as well as form they oscillate between figure and 

ground, visibility and camouflage creating spatial and perceptual 

complexity as well as movement. Visual movement, luminosity and 

animal subject matter are also explored in Graves’ films from this 

period, Izy Boukir (p.14-15), 1970, and Aves (p.28-29), 1973 

Indian Ocean Floor, II (p.47), 1972, renders the bathymetric 

depth measurements of the ocean floor’s ridges and valleys 

as scattered dots, long downward sweeping strokes, and tiny 

abstract numerals in a dynamic composition of grays, blacks, and 

shimmering aluminum painted on a bright white ground. Despite 

the variety of the artist’s marks, and the doubtlessly wide range of 

depths that were recorded, Graves’s painterly transmission creates 

a mysteriously unfathomable visual effect. 

Graves’s determined focus on an aerial perspective is also 

informed by maps. By definition two-dimensional renderings of 

three-dimensional topographies, maps are as flat as paintings 

and drawings yet reference a three-dimensional world, and were 

extensively explored by Graves’s artist contemporaries.14 Graves, 

moving between three and two dimensional work conceptually and 

visually, found cartography particularly compelling and recognized 

that mapping was “one of the most complete abstractions…because 

it can relate to any abstract thought.” 15

Fra Mauro Region of the Moon (p.48-49), 1972, is part of an 

extended series of Lunar works that includes paintings, drawings, 

prints and the film, Reflections on the Moon (p.50-51), 1974. Titled 

by the satellite map that inspired it, the entirely symbolic, abstract 

(and decidedly un-lunar) coloration used to describe its surface 

Plate III. Changes in the color pattern of the Flatfish

Source and date unknown

Nancy Graves Collection
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characteristics was selected by NASA geologists. 16 

In a traditional sense, all of these paintings could be classified 

as “landscapes,” yet the absence of a horizon, and Graves’s artistic 

treatment makes them illegible even as topography, (despite their 

sources), thereby shifting these works beyond the limits of established 

categories. Throughout the decade, paintings investigating maps 

made by orbiting NASA satellites were fundamental to her studio 

practice as Graves deepened her conceptual investigation of visual 

presentation, representation and perception, extending into painting 

themes she had explored since her early sculptures.

Xola (p.53), 1977, Dissilient (p.54-55), 1977, Lixit (p.57), 

1979 and Arachn (p.59), 1980 from the latter part of the decade 

demonstrate ever greater gestural and expressive freedom as she 

surpassed her original practice of working directly from “hard data.” 

Graves ultimately developed luminous abstract and highly colorful 

gestural paintings through a generative process of successively 

elaborating forms originating from earlier works, including much 

earlier drawings and sculptures and films.

Ten years after she made her first sculptures, Xola overlaps 

multiple references to the camels in a multidirectional layered 

composition of a large upside down camel, abstract painterly 

outlines and a map of pre-historic caves, depicting an array of 

information that shifts scale and gestural styles in an overall abstract 

composition. Dissilient considers multiplicity across four separate 

panels in which the artist refers to her own earlier distinctly different 

painterly styles. In paintings from this period that preserve more 

overt visual references, such as to wind current diagrams in the 

case of Lixit, and to spider anatomy in Arachn, Graves has added 

an astonishing range of painterly marks, from lines thickly applied 

to the surface, to airbrushed vapor trails that create a hallucinatory 

yet paradoxical depth.  

Graves’s watercolors extend her new preoccupation with 

luminous color and gesture to an unusually ambitious scale for that 

medium. The artist once again looks downward and fully considers 

this necessarily horizontal process and technique: “I work on a flat 

surface and the water dries … in about an eight hour period. And 

the problem is for me to create something during that time which 

is constantly changing at the same time that I’m working it. So it’s 

Diagram of wind currents over the Pacific Ocean 

Source and date unknown

Nancy Graves Collection

Xerox map of prehistoric caves indicating the location of animal drawings

Source and date unknown

Nancy Graves Collection
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equivalent in some way to a performance, I would say.”17

In all the media she pursued and mastered, Graves pushed 

beyond the limits of artistic genre, scale, technique and subject matter, 

merging visual, visceral and conceptual ways of understanding art 

and life in profound and inspired works that transcend her era.

NOTES

1       Joan Simon’s essay, “Nancy Graves; Realistic Illusion” provides a full 
discussion of the Whitney Museum installation and its context. Published 
in Nancy Graves Project, (Hatje Cantz, 2013), catalogue of the recent 
retrospective exhibition at the Ludwig Forum in Aachen, Germany, pp. 26-51. 
The catalogue includes a chronology of Graves’ life and a bibliography.

2     Interview with Memory Holloway, “Sherds of Development,” June 1989.
3     Graves quoted in an interview with Joan Seeman Robinson, June, 1979.
4      Nancy Graves: Interview with Christopher Crossman, video by the Albright 

Knox Gallery, Buffalo, 1980.
5     Robinson interview.
6     Albright Knox Gallery interview.
7     Holloway interview.
8     Padon, p.38.
9     Padon, p. 39.
10    Nancy Graves, in an interview with Elaine L. Johnson, associate curator at 

MoMA, spring 1971. Published in the introduction to the exhibition catalog, 
Sculpture/Drawings/Films 1969-1971, Neue Galerie im Alten Kurhaus, 
Aachen, 1971, unpaginated.

11    Johnson interview. See also Graves’ statements in the Albright Knox Gallery 

interview, and Paul Cumming’s interview with Nancy Graves, 1972, published 
in The Portraits Speak: Chuck Close in Conversation with 27 of his Subjects, 
A.R.T., 1997, p. 30.

12    Emily Wasserman, “A Conversation with Nancy Graves”, Art Forum, October 
1970, p.44.

13   Padon, p.46
14    For a longer discussion of the importance of mapping for Graves, see my 

earlier essay “Mapping Space and Time” published in Nancy Graves Project, 
pp. 112-126.

15   Padon, p. 15, note 8.
16    Nancy Graves, Lecture at the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, 

1979.
17   Skowhegan lecture.

Fig. 143. Diagram of the Anatomy of a Two-Lunged Spider

Source and date unknown

Nancy Graves Collection
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Nancy Graves’ Mulberry Street Studio, 1969

Photographer Richard Landry

Nancy Graves Collection
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Head on Spear

1969  Steel, wax, marble dust, acrylic, animal skin and oil paint  96 x 24 x 12 inches  243.8 x 61 x 30.5 cm

The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Museum purchase funded by the Alice Pratt Brown Museum Fund
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Izy Boukir

1970  16mm film  20:00 minutes
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Bones and Their Containers (To Martin Cassidy), span link

1971  Steel, gauze, acrylic, plaster, burlap, and wax  8 x 132 x 60 inches  20.3 x 335.3 x 152.4 cm
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Measure

1978  Bronze with polychrome patina (7 pieces)  52 x 49 1/2 inches  132.1 x 125.7 cm
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Inside-Outside

1970  Steel, wax, marble dust, acrylic, fiberglass, animal skin and oil paint  48 x 120 x 120 inches  121.9 x 304.8 x 304.8 cm





2222

Totem

1970  Animal skins, steel, gauze, wax, oil paint, latex and acrylic  102 x 36 x 36 inches  259 x 91.4 x 91.4 cm





Nancy Graves photographed with Variability and Repetition of Variable Forms, 1971

Steel, wax, latex, gauze, plaster, acrylic, and oil paint

Installation: 120 x 312 x 168 inches (304.8 x 792.5 x 426.7 cm)

National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa

Photographer, date and location unknown
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Bone Finger

1971  Steel, acrylic and gauze  114 x 60 x 12 inches  289.6 x 152.4 x 30.5 cm
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Aves: Magnificent Frigate Bird, Great Flamingo

1973  16mm film  23:00 minutes
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It takes an effort of imagination to place oneself in the optimistic, 

future-focused world in which Nancy Graves emerged as an artist; 

and an even greater effort to comprehend the venerable American 

tradition of the artist-scientist, disregarding academic and artistic 

boundaries, that she embodied. Graves, who combined science and 

fiction in her art, emerged at a moment when the accomplishments 

of science seemed almost to have surpassed speculative fiction. 

Between 1969 and 1972—the years when Graves became 

established as a major figure in American art, following her 1969 

Whitney Museum exhibition—the Apollo program sent seven 

spacecraft to the moon. Six achieved successful landings, putting 

a dozen astronauts on the lunar surface. Graves’s 1972 painting 

Fra Mauro Region of the Moon (p.48-49) is one of a series of works 

based on lunar maps published by the U.S. Geological Survey. The 

seemingly arbitrary colors were assigned by the Survey and served 

the artist as a ready-made color scheme. Fra Mauro was the Apollo 

14 landing site.

Recent films about space travel, such as Gravity and Interstellar, 

are intent on bringing their heroes home after harrowing encounters 

with a hostile universe; they want Dorothy back in Kansas. But the 

quintessential space opera of Graves’s youth, Stanley Kubrick’s 

2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), takes its surviving astronaut hero 

on a journey into an unknown but evolutionarily advanced future, 

“beyond the infinite.” A famous match-cut early in that film takes 

us in an instant from prehistory to the space age: a bone, the first 

tool and weapon, thrown by a hominid into the air, becomes a 

satellite orbiting the earth. Considerably less portentous, but equally 

redolent of an optimistic, man-can-do-anything (even stupid things) 

attitude, was the video transmitted in 1971 by Apollo 14, in which 

astronaut Alan Shepherd prepares to swing a golf club at the Fra 

Mauro landing site. Transmitted in a low-resolution wavering video 

Nancy Graves: 
In the Desert of Style
Christopher Lyon

Portrait of Nancy Graves 

Herman Kitchen Bahamas during the making of 

Aves: Magnificent Frigate Bird, Great Flamingo, 1973

Fra Mauro Region of the Moon, 1972 (detail)
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still, this stunt became the source of a very different painting by 

Graves, Apollo 14, 1973, which renders the transmission as a series 

of elongated dots and lozenges. 

The contrast between these two works, both concerned with 

forms of image communication, but so different in style—the one 

using a gently colorful “pointillist” geological survey, derived from 

photographs, the other based on relentlessly monochromatic, nearly 

illegible, video—points to a critical issue at the heart of Graves’s first 

dozen or so years of art-making, briefly surveyed in this exhibition: 

how are we to understand her artistic aims during this crucial period 

in her art’s development? 

The work of Chuck Close, Graves’s classmate and friend in the 

Yale graduate school of art, is equally engaged with reproducing 

mediated reality, the ways reality is represented by photography. Just 

as Nancy Graves always insisted that her camels were not meant to 

be realistic reproductions of animals, Close was careful to distance 

himself from the photo-realist painters with whom he was grouped 

early in his career. He and Graves were part of a gifted crop of Yale 

MFA students that also included, in overlapping classes during 1963 

and 1964, Rackstraw Downes, Janet Fish, Robert Mangold, Brice 

Marden, and Graves’s future husband Richard Serra. A number of 

Close’s classmates became the subjects of his early, groundbreaking 

portraits—in fact, Nancy Graves was the first subject of his large-

scale painted portraits, following the truculent self-portrait that 

established his signature format. But in her portrait, the painting 

Nancy, 1968, in contrast to practically all of Close’s subsequent 

sitters, Graves appears to be looking not at the camera but beyond 

it, almost with a sense of anticipation and wonder. While Close gave 

his sitters considerable latitude in terms of the image of themselves 

they wanted to present, few of the portraits are as expressive as  

that of Graves.

With the collapse of European modernism as a model—“this 

place reeks of Matisse” Robert Rauschenberg told Graves’s MFA class 

at Yale—and the apparent bankruptcy of personal expressionism à 

la Willem de Kooning, these gifted young artists were faced with 

the daunting challenge, but also the golden opportunity, to define a 

new style—or styles—that would carry American art forward. I frame 

that in nationalistic terms because we are talking about a historical 

moment when the challenges facing American culture, technology 

and the military were seen to be national challenges, and were 

understood as such in the cultural realm by critics here and abroad. 

In terms of art, the challenge facing these young artists was one of 

escaping from the tyranny of self-expression and attaining a more 

objective truth and authenticity in their work. Artists, many of them 

university trained, looked to science, especially “soft” sciences such 

as psychology and cultural anthropology, for methods and content. 

For subject matter they embraced the neutral, the uninflected, 

the impersonal—found objects, designs produced according to 

prescribed formulae, “dumb,” inexpressive photographs, maps—and 

for modes of presentation they looked to natural history museums, 

industrial production, tribal cultures and popular media—anywhere 

except in art museums. This tendency had been established in the 

hinterlands for a decade or more—students at the School of the Art 

Institute of Chicago in the late 1940s were likelier to be haunting the 

Northwest Coast Indian exhibits at the Field Museum at the other 

end of Grant Park than the European modernism galleries upstairs. 

Claes Oldenburg, whose anomalous objects Graves would cite as 

an influence, was part of that Chicago mob. By the early 1960s, the 

determination to look beyond “museum art” had reached the august 

precincts of Yale.

Spatial Exploration

The extraordinary visual properties resulting from spatial 

exploration in the late ‘60s and ‘70s are a source of 

references: photographs, charts, graphs in my work. 

Techniques of communication in the visual language 

of cartography, oceanography, seismology, etc., offer 

a pictorial means of combining the realities of nature, 

science, and art. 

Nancy Graves, March 3, 19751 

Chuck Close once said (semi-seriously), “An artist’s style is what 

he happens to be doing when he is discovered.”2 Note the male 

pronoun and the passive construction: success happens to the 

(male) artist. There are elements of truth in Close’s quip, but Nancy 
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Graves wanted none of it. She was going to be the discoverer of 

her own style. But camels have no style. The three camels Graves 

presented at the Whitney might almost be seen as obstacles to style: 

large, mysterious, anomalous objects with undeniable presence, but 

occupying a space in a netherworld between the precincts of art  

and natural science. 

Critics, and the artist herself, had difficulty characterizing this 

work and sometimes resorted to oxymoronic formulations. Annette 

Lagler, co-organizer of a recent exhibition devoted to Graves at the 

Ludwig Forum Aachen, called them “mimetic-looking montage”3; 

Graves herself copied out the term “realistic illusion” (which I will 

return to further on), used by novelist Alain Robbe-Grillet, in her 

“Camel Research Transcript.”4 Robert Storr, writing about Graves’s 

1980s work, used the term “natural fictions,” which could equally 

describe the camels.5 Dancer Yvonne Rainer, a close friend of 

Graves, recalled that the camels were “both funny and impressive 

in their enlarged scale, a kind of sendup of figuration.”6 And though 

writers have characterized them as “life-size,” Rainer seems to be 

correct: the larger two camels, of the three shown at the Whitney 

and later purchased by the National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa, are 

about a foot taller than the typical Bactrian camel.

How she came to make them is a complicated story; 

contributing to it are her childhood experience of the Berkshire 

Museum where her father worked, in which natural history exhibits 

and artworks were shown together; her encounter in Florence with 

the anatomical models created for scientific study by the sculptor 

Clemente Michelangelo Susini (1754–1814); and, in 1965, while 

in Italy with her then-husband Richard Serra, suddenly having at 

Camels, left to right VII, VI and VIII, 1969

Wood, steel, burlap, polyurethane, skin, wax and oil paint  

The National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa
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her disposal a lot of animal fur, which he had acquired to use in his 

sculpture but no longer wanted. Her first, cobbled-together attempts 

to make camels did not satisfy her, and she destroyed them before 

she and Serra returned to New York. But she persisted, and in 1968 

presented them at Graham Gallery in New York City—in a show that 

also included the big portrait of her by Chuck Close.

The fact that the camels are difficult to characterize points 

to the reason why she chose to make them. “I was interested in 

the camel form because of its enigmatic aspect. Unlike the horse, 

the camel is relatively unfamiliar in Western culture, so the camel 

gave me the freedom to explore an image without reference to art 

history.”7 Commenting on Graves’s work and her own in 1972, 

Rainer had said, “What distinguishes the work is a point of departure 

that allows one to move about very freely among the essentials and 

trappings of one’s trade without having to be committed to aesthetic 

‘principles’ or classifications, such as figuration versus abstraction, 

dance versus theater, expressionism versus austerity, etc.”8  

Exploring an image is the goal of Graves’s artistic activity at 

this time, and “explorer” is a key term for describing the artist. 

Rainer remembered going with Graves to see her grandmother’s 

house on an island in New England. “It was full of artifacts that 

her grandparents had brought back from Africa and Asia. She sort 

of inherited this adventurous spirit from her grandparents.”9 In a 

1972 interview with Paul Cumming for the Archives of American Art, 

Graves said, “I sometimes realize a strong identity with my paternal 

grandmother. For example, there is a photograph of me that was 

taken when I was filming in Morocco in 1970. I was standing on a 

hill, wearing an Edwardian jacket with a long flowing skirt, my hair 

blowing out behind me, and an Aeroflex [camera] on a tripod in front 

of me, and there were about a hundred camels in the photograph. 

When I saw it, I thought, ‘My gosh, I’m doing the same things that 

my grandmother did,’ which meant going to the ends of the earth.”10

The Bactrian camel was an interesting choice from several 

perspectives. It is an almost entirely domesticated animal – very few 

remain in the wild; it is also famously exotic, the animal that made 

the Silk Road possible. Graves created some dromedaries as well, 

and in 1970 she spent eighteen days in the Moroccan desert making 

the film Izy Boukir (Camel) (p.14-15), in which she isolates close-

ups of camels’ heads and legs (we see only camels, not those driving 

the herd), and by varying distance of the camera from the subject, 

montage, and repetition, she generates a surprising illusion that the 

camels are responding to our gaze. We see the camels as fragments 

in motion, and we are invited to “reassemble” them imaginatively. 

They’re not seen as objects, or simply beasts of burden, but as 

strange, intelligent, and, above all, Other. Graves began the film with 

a quotation from Henry Beston’s classic, The Outermost House:

We need another and a wiser and perhaps a more mystical 

concept of animals. Remote from universal nature and 

living by complicated artifice, man in civilization surveys 

the creatures through the glass of his knowledge and 

sees thereby a feather magnified and the whole image in 

distortion. We patronize them for their incompleteness, 

for their tragic fate of having taken form so far below 

ourselves. And therein do we err, and greatly err. For the 

animal shall not be measured by man. In a world older 

and more complete than ours they move finished and 

complete, gifted with extension of the senses we have 

lost or never attained, living by voices we shall never hear. 

They are not brethren; they are not underlings; they are 

other nations, caught with ourselves in the net of life and 

time, fellow prisoners of the splendour and travail of the 

earth. [emphasis added] 11

Graves was an heir both to the Thoreau-like self-sufficiency 

of a Henry Beston, who lived for a solitary year on a Cape Cod 

beach in the 1920s, recording his responses to the natural world; 

but also to the transcendental New England philosophical tradition  

that Beston exemplifies. 

At the Berkshire Museum, Graves not only had gotten to know 

the collection, but, as she said, “saw behind the scenes and became 

aware of the degree of illusion involved in presenting natural-history 

objects, as well as some of the means, such as taxidermy.” She 

put this knowledge to good use in Inside-Outside (p.21), 1970, a 

floor installation in which replicated camel bones appear within skin 

casings, the upper sides of which seem to have been removed for 
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anatomical study. The piece recalls an image that Graves had 

inserted in one of her meticulous notebooks, an image of an animal 

of the Pliocene called a Teleoceros, reconstructed in a natural history 

book illustration in such a way that half of the body’s hide is removed 

to reveal its bone structure; she had saved as well a reproduction 

of a photograph of a dead zebra in the wild, its rib cage revealed by 

partially missing skin.

Graves was repeatedly challenged to explain that she was 

not trying to make anatomically correct replicas of camels. Late in 

her career, she seemed to have settled on the explanation that the 

camels were meant to be metaphors. Metaphors of what? Camels 

VII, VI, and VIII, as they appear, from left to right, in the photograph 

here, are, in a sense, sculptures of necks and heads set on elaborate 

four-legged bases. They are distinguished from one another mainly 

by the gestures of the necks and heads. Annette Lagler usefully 

suggests that the individual animals in this series each are assigned 

to a respective “realm of perception.”12 Camel VII is focused on the 

long view, with a perceptual panorama of almost 360°; Camel VI, the 

one in the middle, stretching its head to the ground, she associates 

with the senses of touch and taste. And Camel VIII, bending its neck 

around and turning its attention to its own body, would stand for 

feeling. This insightful interpretation implicitly assumes that they are 

camels, however, whereas if they are mainly metaphors, they are 

symbolic of human attributes or qualities. Seen from that aspect, 

the three camels represent not just modes of objective perception 

but types of goal-oriented awareness: global and comprehensive; 

immediate and in detail; and introspective, turning away from the 

outer world toward ratiocination and imagination. 

An unexpected use of the camel motive, and one that speaks to 

the conceptual origins of Graves’s work, emerged in 1970 with the 

installation Variability of Similar Forms, in which approximately 30 

camel leg bone assemblies are installed in an animated group, as if 

at a party to which only lower extremities were invited. The evident 

connection of these to precedents including Alberto Giacometti’s 

more sparsely inhabited City Square, 1947-48, and Louise 

Bourgeois’s gallery installations of her similarly undernourished 

personnages in 1949 and 1950, demonstrate Graves’s awareness 

of the artistic lineage in which she is working, while she continues to 

position herself as “outside” art history. 

Synecdochically, her 1969 Head on a Spear (p.12-13), made 

the same year that she created her final two complete camels 

(Ludwig Collection) proposes that the head alone may be sufficient 

to represent the essential notion of awareness, or at least conveys 

rather graphically that she is done with making camels. But the 

camels, whether entire, dissected, gathered for a party, or reduced 

to miscellaneous bones or hanging skin (Totem [p.23], 1970), 

would serve Graves, in effect, as ships of the desert of style, vehicles 

designed for a journey, during the 1970s—a decade notoriously 

lacking a dominant stylistic movement—in which Graves would 

travel to the limits of human history, human travel, and human 

perception in search of a personal, truthful, authentic style. 

Inside-Outside

Page from Nancy Graves’s notebook, 1972

Nancy Graves Collection
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Time Travel

Time is the perceiver, time is process. 

Nancy Graves, 197213

 

As Nancy Graves expanded her explorations, she began to work in 

two dimensions as well as in three. One of the earliest and most 

spectacular examples of this is also one of the most frankly fictive. 

She spent much of 1971 creating a Paleolithic cave painting, 

purportedly discovered in southwestern Arizona. It depicts, in 

pictograms evoking both American Indian paintings on skin and 

Aboriginal Australian map paintings, the migration of camelops, 

members of an extinct genus of the family Camelidae more closely 

related to llamas than to Eurasian camels, which once were 

found in the American Southwest. At the end of the Pleistocene, 

about 10,000 years ago, both camels and horses became extinct  

in North America. 

Now in the Ludwig Collection, Aachen, Paleo-Indian Cave 

Painting, Southwestern Arizona, 1970-71, consists of three white 

and tan strips of painted skin-like forms. The work was intended 

to have three components, viewed as if one were seeing fragments 

of the floor, wall and ceiling of a cave, on which cryptic images 

of camels, camel skulls and camel bones are shown, along with 

ideographic forms suggesting a landscape. As actually installed, the 

ceiling component hangs on the wall, the wall is supported against 

the gallery wall beneath it, with two slender boards propping it up, and 

the floor component rests beneath them. This faux mural temporally 

extends the camel theme, proposing that the extinct camels, which 

preceded man’s first appearance in North America, are represented 

in cave paintings that rival their European counterparts in antiquity. 

Graves’s fantasy, which might be seen as playfully satirizing 

America’s claim to primacy in world art, and which has more 

than a little in common with Charles Simonds’s contemporaneous 

tracking of the migration of his Little People across lower Manhattan, 

represents her farthest excursion into a purely fictional temporal 

realm. But it may have opened up a new vein in her work, drawing 

on tribal art stylistically, as well as on alternative conceptions 

of time and space of nonwestern cultures, which Graves now  

began to explore.

Graves’s engagement with prehistoric art is confirmed by the 

1971 drawing, Paleolithic Carved Objects, which presents various 

forms of “Venus” figurines, rendered rather more colorfully than the 

originals. Similarly, her interest in tribal cultures was stated quite 

frankly in works such as Totem (p.23), 1970, already mentioned, 

and also in the ambitious installation Shaman, of the same year, 

whose forms draw on visual patterns and formal relationships she 

found in the Pacific Northwest Indian Hall of the American Museum 

of Natural History in New York, though the forms are sufficiently 

nonspecific that they could evoke a wide array of tribal cultures. 

More speculative is the possibility of her interest in aboriginal 

Australian art. In 1971 and 1972, Graves introduces into her work 

a distinctive style of dot painting, which seems surprisingly similar, 

both in terms of the dot technique and in its subjects, to that seen 

in Australian bark paintings. While Graves possessed a number 

of books about Aboriginal art in her substantial library, they seem 

mostly to postdate her adoption of this style. Nevertheless, given 

her voracious reading, and the fact that such art began to receive 

wider attention by the late 1960s, the notion that her dot style, which 

persists as a component of her painting for the rest of the decade, 

could have been inspired by tribal art does not seem far-fetched. 

New York’s Museum of Primitive Art, which closed in 1976, had a 

selection of bark paintings that feature a dot-painting technique. Her 

work closely parallels that made, beginning in the early 1970s, in 

Australia’s Western Desert by the Papunya Tula collective, artworks 

now viewed as having initiated contemporary Indigenous Australian 

art. Dreaming maps and renderings of fish, snakes or similar-sized 

creatures as if seen from above, embedded in intricate designs 

that function in a manner analogous to camouflage, are paralleled 

in Graves’s work—surely a case of surprising cultural synchrony  

rather than borrowing. 

Graves’s engagement with tribal art was acknowledged in The 

Museum of Modern Art’s controversial 1984 exhibition, Primitivism 

in 20th Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern, whose 

exhibition publication reproduces three of her works: Fossils, 1970; 

Totem, 1970; and Variability and Repetition of Variable Forms 

(p.24-25), 1971. Co-curator Kirk Varnedoe, in the aptly titled essay 

“Contemporary Explorations,” which concludes the catalogue’s 
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second volume, points to the convergence of the “Primitive past” 

and the technological present. Specifically he points to the recurrent 

connection, as he puts it, “between new primitivism and science and 

the frequent evocation of the Primitive as scientist. The phenomenon 

is evident in revived archaeoastronomy and geomancy, in methods 

that display the archaeologist’s grid and the anthropologist’s 

structures, and also in unlikely combinations of interests, such 

as appear in the work of Nancy Graves: the world of shamanism 

and skin painting run-on with that of [Eadweard] Muybridge  

and moon maps.”14

We have already mentioned lunar maps, such as the one 

showing the site of the Apollo 14 landing. But from the heights of 

human travel, Graves also takes us to the depths. Indian Ocean Floor 

II (p. 47), 1972, is an essentially monochromatic painting, but with 

gold and silver dots representing (it seems) secondary features and 

faint, red-pencil outlines underneath, where the artist apparently 

traced a projected image of the source map or drew it freehand. 

The painting is vertically oriented but with no particular reason, 

conceptually speaking, for it to be vertical instead of “landscape 

format”; we are looking down, notionally, and one selection of 

undersea topography is presumably as good as another. Here the 

dots become “dotted lines,” derived from cartographic conventions 

of the contour map. Imposed on the dots are linear strokes, 

seaweed-like in their fragility and their undulating quality. This work 

displays a kind of “cartographical cubism”—the lines derived not 

from representational sources, but from a map understood as an 

information-delivery system.

The Limits of Perception

“The primitive’s idea that the part has the same efficacy as 

the whole is a concept which Miss Graves has incorporated 

into her demonstration of modern psychological and visual 

theories about the gestalt image as a perceivable whole.”15 

The one stylistic imperative that Graves and her contemporaries 

inherited from the abstract expressionists, as she worked to create a 

personal style independent of the tyranny of self-expression, was the 

all-over composition. With its origins at the beginning of the century, 

in Cubism, such an approach to composition had gained almost 

theological authority by the time Graves and her colleagues emerged. 

A 1948 essay by Clement Greenberg, “The Crisis of the Easel 

Picture,” defined “all-over” painting as part of a “new tendency” 

in painting: “This tendency appears in the all-over, ‘decentralized,’ 

‘polyphonic’ picture that relies on a surface knit together of identical 

or closely similar elements which repeat themselves without marked 

variation from one edge of the picture to the other. It is a kind of 

picture that dispenses, apparently, with beginning, middle, end.”16 

Greenberg’s description could easily be applied to the paintings 

made by Graves in the early 1970s. Despite the fact that the art-

critical establishment had lost its papal infallibility for her and her 

contemporaries, “all-over” composition remained an essential 

component of their art—but one that would require a more 

objective, “scientific,” justification. She discovered it in psychology, 

specifically, Anton Ehrenzweig’s influential 1967 book, The Hidden 

Order of Art: A Study in the Psychology of Artistic Imagination. 

Ehrenzweig, responding to the then influential doctrine of Gestalt 

Indian Ocean Floor II, 1972 (detail)
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psychology, posited two kinds of attention: differentiation, a 

“conscious gestalt compulsion [that] makes us bisect the visual field 

into significant’ figure’ and insignificant ‘ground’” as we make sense 

of an undifferentiated visual field17; and dedifferentiation, which 

he associates with the child’s vision of the world and champions 

as being especially relevant to artistic creation. Dedifferentiation 

aims to synthesize the fragments generated by the analytic gestalt 

process in a new whole. “The growth of new images in art and 

of new concepts in science is nourished by the conflict between 

two opposing structural principles. The analysis of abstract gestalt 

elements is pitted against the syncretistic grasp of the total object, 

focusing on detail against complex scanning, fragmentation against 

wholeness, differentiation against dedifferentiation.”18 

In a 1971 interview, Graves explained her artistic goals in terms 

borrowed directly from Ehrenzweig: “I am trying to force the eye to see 

in a way for which we really have not the vocabulary . . . My attempt 

is to counteract [the perception of the overall shape, the “gestalt”] 

by DE-DIFFERENTIATION or the manner of perception which has to 

do with the breakdown of an unfocused whole consisting of similar 

but repetitive and variable parts. So, really my concern is with the 

antithesis. I attempt to prevent the perception of a GESTALT except 

as a cumulative series of perceptions.”19 

Two dot paintings of 1971, Camouflage #1 and Camouflage #4 

(pp.42-43 & 45), are both composed of a multitude of dots against 

a gessoed white ground, and both present sea creatures rendered in 

such a way that they blend confusingly with the background. Here 

Graves seems to have been inspired in part by natural camouflage, 

such as that employed by flatfish, which changes its color pattern 

depending on the background against which it is placed (p.7). 

She is also very clearly trying to make a work, which thwarts the 

viewer’s ability to perceive a figure within the overall dot pattern. 

The former painting has a sandy sea-bottom effect; strings of 

dark, semi-connected dots vary the texture. The form or forms that 

emerge against the “sand” may represent a stonefish and possibly 

another fish passing over it—a particularly freighted example of a 

fish employing camouflage, since the stonefish is supposed to be 

the most venomous fish of all. Even though one can’t tell exactly 

what’s there, it’s both somewhat reassuring to know that there is a 

“subject,” and also unnerving, at some primitive level, not to be able 

to resolve the shape. Camouflage #4, 1971, is much denser, with a 

more pronounced layering effect. In fact there are multiple layers 

which employ silver, gold, yellows and pinks, as Graves creates an 

illusory sense of depth through the use of lighter against darker 

tones, not unlike certain classic works of Jackson Pollock. Hiding in 

there among the dots may be an arrow crab, with its very long thin 

legs, but one cannot be sure.

Returning to the image of the three camels, we may now want 

to revisit them as metaphors: Camel VII, with its head up, may 

represent that “global” undifferentiated vision, which must precede 

analytical, “gestalt” vision, represented by Camel VI with its head 

to the ground, savoring each detail. Camel VIII may then represent 

the dedifferentiated, syncretic inner creative vision that synthesizes 

these two forms of external attention. This refinement allows us to 

look more deeply at the issue of “natural fictions,” as explained in 

a quotation, included in the 1969 Whitney Museum brochure for 

Graves’s exhibition, by Alain Robbe-Grillet: 

Like anyone else, I have been the victim, on occasion, 

of realistic illusion. At the period when I was writing 

The Voyeur, for example, while I was trying to describe 

exactly the flight of seagulls or the movement of waves, 

I had occasion to take a brief trip in winter to the coast 

of Brittany. On the way, I told myself: here is a good 

opportunity to observe things “from life” and to “refresh 

my memory.” But from the first gull I saw, I understood 

my error: on the one hand, the gulls I saw now had only 

very confused relations with those I was describing in my 

book, and on the other it couldn’t have mattered less to 

me whether they did or not. The only gulls that mattered to 

me at that moment where those inside my head.20 

Graves added, “These camels do not find their organization in 

the real world but are the result of my experience.” In the period 

when she was most engaged with the camels as a motive, then, and 

in the years just after, we may seem to come full circle. Seeking to 

avoid reliance upon imagination, the artist has produced work that 
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only can be understood as a glimpse of images produced in her 

mind, now understood to have an “objective” basis.

Meanwhile, outside the studio, the American art world was 

undergoing wrenching change. The women’s movement in art, 

understood today as having fundamentally altered the direction 

of American art, was re-focusing artists’ attention on issues of 

personal identity. Nancy Graves, at the height of her prominence, 

was regarded as an exemplary figure in that context. She is depicted 

in Mary Beth Edelson’s iconic 1972 photo-collage re-do of The Last 

Supper, titled Some Living American Women Artists/Last Supper, in 

which Graves is seated in place of the apostle John, at the right hand 

of Christ, that is to say, Georgia O’Keeffe. 

But Graves was going in another direction. Her Xola (p.53), 

1977, suggests that she was beginning to synthesize her own array 

of styles, in order to make a new, unmistakably personal, but yet 

“exploratory” style. There is a meandering green form at the lower 

left of this painting, which turns out to be derived from a map 

showing the location of a cave in France containing Paleolithic art. 

Her dots have survived here and there in the composition, but seem 

to be trying to endure in a harsher, more “historic” environment. 

One set of strokes outlines an upside-down camel, a palimpsest 

seemingly “beneath” the composition and yet an essential part of 

it, representing Graves’s own creative history. A total of five camel 

heads (right side up) can be made out across the composition. We 

get the sense that the history of human art is being paralleled in 

an individual’s artistic development, that the artist’s ontogeny, so to 

say, is recapitulating the phylogeny of the species artist hesternus, 

“yesterday’s artist,” to borrow from the full name of the Camelops 

species whose imagined migration she traced.

The experimental, exploratory aspect of Graves’s work is equally 

displayed in her 1979 painting Lixit (p.57). Clement Greenberg had 

written in 1954, “the picture has now become an entity belonging 

to the same order of space as our bodies; it is no longer the vehicle 

of an imagined equivalent of that order. Pictorial space has lost 

its ‘inside’ and become all ‘outside.’”21 But Graves had long been 

determined to keep the inside and the outside both in view, as we 

have seen. In this work, concentric black ovals in the center evoke 

low-pressure zones as depicted in weather maps, but we seem to 

be looking through this map, sitting on the surface of the painting, 

to a soft-focus terrain below, executed with a spray gun. Meanwhile, 

elongated oval forms, like flying saucers, hover on (or above?) the 

surface as if to counteract the illusion. Again, Graves keeps us 

suspended between two realms.

Although sculpture would come to be Graves’s primary medium 

in the next decade, she shows in these works a technical brio, and 

the beginnings of the more extensive engagement with art history, 

as well as forms of visual communication, that bring to mind a 

comparison with her near-contemporary Sigmar Polke, a similarly 

forward-looking, restlessly innovative explorer. At once formidably 

intellectual and determinedly opposed to intellectual and artistic 

hierarchies, Graves created in the late 1960s and 1970s a body of 

work that speaks to our period with special urgency.
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Nancy Graves photographed in her studio on Mulberry Street, with Indian Ocean Floor II (p. 47), 1972 

Photographer Duane Michals
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Camouflage #1

1971  Acrylic on canvas  72 x 96 inches  182.9 x 243.8 cm
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Camouflage Series #4

1971  Acrylic on canvas  96 x 72 inches  243.8 x 182.9 cm
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Indian Ocean Floor II

1972  Acrylic, ink and graphite on canvas  96 x 72 inches  243.8 x 182.9 cm
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Fra Mauro Region of the Moon

1972  Acrylic on canvas with traces of graphite  72 x 96 inches  182.9 x 243.8 cm
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Reflections on the Moon

1974  Black and White film  33 minutes
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Xola

1977  Oil on canvas  64 x 88 inches  162.6 x 223.5 cm
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Dissilient

1977  Oil with encaustic on canvases  36 x 94 1/4 inches  91.4 x 239.4 cm
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Lixit

1979  Oil on canvas  96 x 62 inches  243.8 x 157.5 cm
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Arachn

1980  Oil and sand on canvas  64 x 64 inches  162.6 x 162.6 cm





Nancy Graves working on watercolors in her Wooster Street studio, 1979

Photographer Lenore Seroka
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Kloe

1977  Watercolor on paper  44 x 90 3/4 inches  111.8 x 230.5 cm
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Liki

1978  Watercolor on paper  62 1/16 x 44 1/2 inches  159.1 x 113 cm
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Klite

1981  Watercolor and acrylic on paper  64 x 44 1/4 inches  161.3 x 111.8 cm
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Xcob

1981  Watercolor on paper  65 1/4 x 44 1/2 inches  165.7 x 113 cm
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Evol

1978  Watercolor on paper  63 5/8 x 44 1/2 inches  161.6 x 113 cm
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Untitled #138 (Silver Glitter and Five Fans)

1982  Enamel, watercolor, plaka, glitter, gouache and acrylic on paper  40 x 25 1/4 inches  101.6 x 63.8 cm
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Untitled #139 (Red Glitter)

1982  Pencil, watercolor, acrylic, glitter, pastel, gouache on paper  27 x 44 1/2 inches  101.6 x 63.8 cm
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Hide and Seek

1982  Watercolor, acrylic and enamel on paper  25 x 44 1/8 inches  63.5 x 112.1 cm
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Nancy Graves once said, in the context of a discussion of her 

sculpture, “…I try to subvert what is logical, what the eye would 

expect.” This subversive impulse seems to me central to Graves’s 

achievement, her achievement as a painter as well as a sculptor,  

I might add. 

The enterprise of Modern Art has, of course, involved and 

invited subversion since early in the twentieth century; in its 

strongest manifestations, this subversive impulse has constituted 

itself as anti-art. The question to ask in this strategy of subversion 

is often “What if…?” Marcel Duchamp, in 1917, asked: “What if I 

claim that a urinal is art because I sign it R. Mutt, call it ‘Fountain’, 

show it in a gallery, and say it is art?” In so doing, he revealed the 

arbitrary status of all art. Picasso asked a different question about 

the relationship between art and object in a work like his 1951 

Baboon and Young. “What if I say a child’s car is a baboon’s head 

and that, through this metamorphosis, it constitutes an element 

of sculpture?” Picasso’s subversive strategy, in this case, is the 

opposite of Duchamp’s; through his transformation of a mere toy 

into sculpture, he has revealed the arbitrary status of non-art.  Even 

earlier, at the beginning of the twentieth century, vanguard artists 

had asked a related, subversive question, about what we now 

think of, and admire, as “Primitive” art: “What if…these musty 

artifacts, these idols, footstools, canoe paddles, war-clubs, and 

totems crowded together helter-skelter in the display cases of the 

ethnographic museum or the Museum of Natural History…what 

if these bizarre objects were, in fact—Art?” This question was, of 

course, “decided” early in the twentieth century, when Derain, 

Picasso, Braque, Matisse, etc., revised the status of the “Primitive” 

object by incorporating its strategies into their own work, thereby 

moving it from the dusty shelves of the Natural History Museum to 

the more inviting spaces of the Art Gallery. 

In the late Sixties, Nancy Graves in effect asked the question: 

“What if…I took a camel out of the Museum of Natural History 

and put it into an Art context…but…” (and here she added to the 

complexity of the subversion, in a way cancelling the initial impulse) 

“…what if I actually made the camel from start to finish?” From 

the very beginning, Graves’s art reveals its foundations in current 

Conceptual discourse, one of its great strengths, I believe. In the 

case of the “Camels” series, the move from Natural History context 

to a High Art context, by then an established move in the repertory of 

the twentieth century subversive strategies, is then itself undermined 

by the willed, long-term productive process of the artist, a process 

that involved learning about anatomy and archeology; research in 

libraries and museums, in slaughterhouses and in the desert; and 

the deliberate acquisition of certain technology, involved the study 

of carpentry and the final, painstaking construction of the beasts on 

wooden armatures filled with polyurethane and burlap, upholstered 

with actual animal hides, transformed into art-materials by cutting 

and the application of oil paint.

Now obviously, if Graves had wanted to pull the old Duchampian 

trick of demonstrating the arbitrariness of the category of High Art, 

she could have easily bought a stuffed camel from taxidermist, signed 

it, and wheeled it into an art gallery. With the same gesture, and 

without providing the sculptural object, she could have attempted 

Nancy Graves: 
The Subversiveness of Sculpture
Linda Nochlin
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to demonstrate (as the early Primitivists had at the beginning of 

the century), the opposite claim: that what had previously been 

assigned to the category of “non-art” in the Natural History Museum, 

in this case, a stuffed camel, if properly responded to in terms of 

its formal and expressive qualities, deserved to be considered a 

valuable work of art. In other words, a taxidermist’s creation could, 

through the power of the enlightened gaze, be transformed into  

an aesthetic object. 

But Nancy Graves rejected both these subversive strategies, 

which indeed had outworn their subversiveness in the context of 

American vanguard sculpture of the late Sixties. Instead, we might 

pose her camel question as follows: “What if…I constructed a 

sculptural object that on the one hand relates to reality and illusion 

like a representational work, but, on the other hand, is produced and 

constructed, and relates to the special and conceptual situation of 

the gallery like an abstract work?” What, then, is the status of a piece 

which ultimately bodies forth, in the most concrete terms possible, 

not the representation of any particular camel, but the more abstract 

category of “camel-ness”? Graves’s constructed camels are, 

paradoxically, more camel-like than any individual camel might be. 

On the other hand, after a moment or two of contemplation, no one 

could possibly mistake a Graves Camel for a “real” stuffed camel: her 

words clearly exist as compelling simulacra, but simulacra which, in 

their insistent illusionism and their equally insistent assertion of their 

status as volume, surface, shape and texture, call into question the 

very opposition between a so-called “art” and a so-called “reality.” 

The subversiveness of Graves’s Camels seems to me to lie in 

the fact that their status can never be satisfactorily resolved: they 

can never be defined as clearly art or as non-art; or by assigning 

them unequivocally to the category of representation or that of 

abstraction. Their relation to science or natural history is equally 

ambiguous: it is a relationship that is there but not there at the same 

time. Or rather, the boundaries between the activities of science—

observation, research, systematic investigation, archeological 

reconstruction—and those of art- invention, creation, construction, 

imaginative play—are purposely left undefined and open. 

Indeed, one might go on to say that the subversiveness in 

all Graves’s work lies in a determination to refuse boundaries, to 

undefined or blur and make ambiguous what had previously 

appeared to have clear categorical status; to refuse what appeared 

to be “obvious” exclusions or contradictions. They must, finally but 

not unequivocally, be considered conceptual works in the broadest 

sense of the term. 

Graves’s involvement with process is another aspect of her 

refusal of boundaries. There is continuity in her work which has 

nothing to do with the superficial characteristics of style and 

everything to do with the generation of one set of investigations out of 

another.  Refusing the customary boundaries between the organic-

natural and the aesthetic-constructed, she quite logically went on 

Head on Spear, 1969

Steel, wax, marble dust, acrylic, animal skin and oil paint  

Overall: 87 x 21 ½ x 13 inches (221 x 54.6 x 33 cm)

The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston

Museum purchase funded by the Alice Pratt Brown Museum Fund
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to make works based on camel bones between 1969 and 1971. In 

so doing, she was at the same time articulating a formal problem 

about the nature of the armature as support. She constructed the 

bone-forms out of wax on top of a steel armature and colored them 

with marble dust. But then Graves went on to question the very 

status of armature-as-support by scattering, hanging or propping 

the camel bones around the gallery space. In a work like Fossils 

of 1970, bones are scattered on the floor, calling into question still 

another assumption of High Art: the relation of the spectator to the 

work and the traditional positioning of the viewer, the confrontation 

of a work on a base as a unique object. She goes still further in 

boundary-testing in relation to the support system of sculpture in 

Calipers of 1970, in which she now uses a quarter-steel rods which 

had previously functioned as armature as the sculptural forms 

themselves, the skeleton of the skeletons, as it were. The rods are 

scattered so that they overlap on the floor, like the camel bones they 

served as support for; yet they are, as the title suggests, related to the 

abstract function of measurement.  When the rods rusted, they left 

rust marks on the floor, reminding Graves of shadow, measurement 

and drawing at once, which she in turn used in her next works, 

transformed into physical concretion. Such a work is Cast Shadow 

Reflecting from Four Sides.  At the far end of process, the shadows 

might take off from the ground and assume the status of fragile, 

totemic, sometimes anthropomorphic forms, as in Shaman of 1970. 

All these works seem to bear an evolutionary relationship to the 

camel pieces, despite the fact that they are empirically or stylistically 

quite different from them. 

One of the climaxes of this “camel” period is certainly the 

cinematic work Graves devoted to this theme: Goulamine of 1970 

and Izy Boukir of 1971. Made in Morocco, these films record every 

moment and feature of camels, filmed singly and in groups. But 

again, speaking of these films as “recording” camels, as though this 

were a scientific, ethnographic study of camel physiology or camel 

behavior would appreciate them. Here again, Graves is concerned 

not merely with recording but with recording-as-making and making 

as a process of creating. One might consider, for example, the way 

a relatively abstract pattern of repeating similarities is marked out 

by a structure of equally apparent differences; the way some partly 

taxonomical, partly aesthetic quality of “camelness” is distilled from 

the endless and endlessly fascinating concrete data offered by a 

series of images of individual, even idiosyncratic camels. As is the 

case in her sculpture, Graves, in her films is concerned neither with 

gathering together pure information nor with creating pure form but 

with a process of making which is both and neither: in which the 

boundaries are open. 

Making the films opened up further directions of exploration for 

Graves in her sculpture, and in work on paper as well. A work like 

Variability of Similar Forms of 1970, which consists of thirty-six free-

standing life-size camel legs, suggests, in three-dimensional, skeletal 

form, the underlying patterning and variability of movement of offered 

by the camels in the films. The systems of information-exchange 

related to the logistics of camel-transportation are the subject of the 

schematic, and witty, drawing entitled “Signs Exchanged Between 

Ireteba, Sub-Chief of the Mojave, and Major Beale, Abroad the 

‘General Jessup’, While Ferrying 16 Camels (Property of the U.S. 

Government) Across the Colorado River Near Needles, California, 

January, 1858.” In this work—almost parodic in its evocation of 

precise historical specificity—a kind of chart indicating the hand 

signals for such essential elements of communication as “yes,” 

“center,” and “tobacco,” the word “camel” never appears: the 

“real” camel is suggested as unseen referent generating the whole 

system of sign-language which constitutes the work. 

Calipers, 1970

¼ inch hot-rolled steel, 12 x 120 x 180 inches (30.5 x 304.8 x 457.2 cm)
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In her most recent pieces, Nancy Graves has been engaged in 

subverting the logic of Modernist sculpture, at the same time that 

she extends the possibilities inherent in its discoveries. Using the 

method of direct casting, in which no mold is used and the cast 

object itself is “burned out” or destroyed in the kiln, Graves literally 

inserts the realm of the organic, the “thing-in-itself” into the realm 

of abstract shapes and forces that constitutes classical Modernist 

sculptural practice. Yet the inserted plants, sardine skeletons, 

or net bags lose their original logic of meaning within the novel 

context provided by monumental sculpture, and assume a new 

more lyrical and ambiguous life as relational terms in a complex, 

invented three-dimensional structure. Each form, of course, retains 

its individual character: the fans, the enormous leaves, the bubble-

wrap, the lotus-pods are discernible beneath the brilliantly painted 

bronze surfaces. They are not meant to disappear completely, to 

be transformed out of existence as organic or man-made entities. 

Rather, Graves’s work suggests, sculptural presence, may come 

into being through the uninhibited intercourse, and imaginative 

recombination, of elements derived but liberated from their status 

as things in the world. The organic and the constructed again hang 

together in uneasy but invigorating proximity. 

Issues of weight and balance seem to play a primary role in 

creating that sense of vital riskiness characteristic of Graves’s 

recent sculpture. The riskiness, it seems to me, has to do with 

challenging the basic concepts of sculpture from Matisse through 

Calder and David Smith, while nevertheless making constant 

references to the tradition that is being called into question. The very 

notion of inscribing instability and ambiguity in bronze, the most 

traditional, weighty and enduring of sculptural media, is unsettling, 

as is the notion of coloring its surfaces in a way that is patently, 

outrageously, pictorial, and, therefore, denies the weight and solidity  

of the medium. 

In much of the recent sculpture, it is as though Graves is 

working towards disequilibrium: towards impossible systems of 

balance. The dynamic implication of a recent piece like Trambulate 

of 1984 depend chiefly on the unsettling centrifugal organization 

of sculptural elements. It seems as though these assembled fans, 

sardine skeletons, chains and convoluted, snaky swirls of polychrome 

bronze cannot possibly maintain their precarious equilibrium; 

the wheeled form, pushing off to the right increases this sense of 

stimulating instability, as does the brilliant, painterly, weight-denying 

color of the surfaces. The arm-like, brank-like, wing-like element 

at the top reaches rashly upward and outward, as though posed 

for flight, or flying apart. Process, mobility, the potential for taking 

off into space are suggested by the very title,”trambulate,” with 

its overtones of ambulation, tram-travel and tramping but, like the 

ordinary objects which have lots their original functions within the 

new situation of the sculpture, these very concepts are themselves 

transformed into a new, imaginative signification: “trambulation,” 

perhaps. As was the case in her earlier work, Nancy Graves’s recent 

sculpture calls into question the very possibility of the sculptural 

in the process of transforming the natural world into the language-

system of art. Playing against gravity, against solemnity, against 

fixed, rigid categories of what constitutes sculpture; playing equally 

against triviality, unmotivated whimsy or novelty for the sake of 

novelty, Nancy Graves is playing for very high stakes indeed. 

Reprinted from

Debra Bricker Balken and Linda Nochlin. Nancy Graves: Painting, Sculpture, Drawing, 1980-

1985, Vassar College Art Gallery, Poughkeepsie, NY, 1986: pp. 13-21.
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